
December 2020

SPRING HAS SPRUNG IN THE 
COUNTRYSIDE COLLECTION

From the mustard pop of Gorse and vintage green of Goujon
Vert to the muted blue of Aged Copper and earthy pink of
Dusky Linen, Fenwick & Tilbrook’s shades of Spring are all
part of it’s elegant Countryside Collection.

With many of the colours inspired by the beautiful county of
Norfolk, each and every one has extraordinary chroma. The
intense depth of colour and light reflective qualities are due
to the high quality pigments used in the unique recipe created
by Fenwick & Tilbrook.

The Countryside Collection comprises 30 beautiful colours
bringing together a mix of new colours, specials editions and
some classic favourites.

Fenwick & Tilbrook is a small, boutique business based in the
heart of Norfolk. Hugely passionate about providing the best
service to its customers, the team makes each tin of paint to
order and dispatches that day for next day delivery, meaning
nothing is left sitting on a shelf. Offering the highest quality
paint in a wide colour palette, they also provide a bespoke
service allowing customers to work alongside the Fenwick &
Tilbrook team to create their perfect shade.

Fenwick & Tilbrook is priced from £25 for 1 litre of Pure Matt
emulsion.
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January 2021

“NEW SPIRIT” PAINT TREND FOR 2021
Pastels with an Edge!

Colour is so much more than just decorative; it is emotive.
With the recent demand for both grounding, safe shades
and more expressive brighter tones Fenwick & Tilbrook
paints has curated a mini collection which has been named
New Spirit to encapsulate this growing trend.

Incorporating subtle shades of pink and warm neutrals
alongside yellow - with the mysterious old parchment shade
Buried Treasure - and the wonderful greenish blue of
Blackbird Egg, these colours not only work beautifully in a
group, they work as stand alone shades too. All of the
colours have incredible chroma. This intense depth of colour
comes from the quality of the pigments in each tin.

*Fenwick & Tilbrook is a small, boutique business based in
the heart of Norfolk. Hugely passionate about providing the
best service to its customers, the team makes each tin of
paint to order and dispatches that day for next day delivery,
meaning nothing is left sitting on a shelf. Offering the
highest quality paint in a wide colour palette, they also
provide a bespoke service allowing customers to work
alongside the Fenwick & Tilbrook team to create their
perfect shade.*

Fenwick & Tilbrook is priced from £25 for 1 litre of Pure Matt
emulsion.
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